
ANIMATION/STILL IMAGE FORMAT:

Format for still graphics elements: 32-bit full size (720x576) uncompressed TGA

Format for animated graphic elements: 
Sequence of numbered images ¼ screen size (720x144, 180x576 or 

360x288 pixels) size 32-bitTGA uncompressed.

Pixel Aspect Ratio: 
4:3 - D1/DV PAL (1,07)

16:9 - D1/DV PAL Widescreen (1,46)

Resolution: 720x576

Frames rate: 25 fps

Field dominance: Progressive (no fields)

Alpha channel Premultiplied (White)

"Action safe" and "Title safe" areas must be observed. Some programs can contain subtitles displayed at the bottom of the screen

Audio Essence: For the channel TV3 Latvia only

We can play following types of files: Standard PCM .WAV (48 KHz, 24 Bit, Stereo)

Audio file should have same name as image sequence and shouldn’t be longer than this sequence. 

File names should make it easy to identify specific files. For example: Audio file: my_audio.wav

Loudness:

Program loudness: -23LUFS

Maximum peak level: -1 dBtp

Maximum loudness range: 15LU

Maximum momentary loudness: No limit

Maximum short term loudness: No limit

Maximum audio level: -9dBfs

Average programme level: 4dBU (PPM5)

ATTENTION:

The last frame must be faded out empty - so that it does not contain any visual and audio information at all.

Media has a 14 day life limit on the FTP, after which it is automatically deleted.

Technical Specification for file delivery

of screen image and screen animations with/without audio.

MTG Riga Playout Centre

When loudness regulations are mandatory in the country of broadcast, please follow R128 directions:

When loudness regulations are not mandatory in the country of broadcast, please follow directions below:

This version of technical specification is actual for the following channels: TV3 Latvia, LNT, TV6 Latvija, 3+ Latvija, TV5 Latvija.

A logo of ¼ screen size (720x144, 180x576 or 360x288 pixels) can be animated for 7 seconds. Background transparency should be more than 80%.

Test Files must be provided by the Client prior to start of the actual deliveries. Approval of File deliveries as such, and delivery start, is subject to MTG acceptance of the provided Test 

Files.

Before/at the same time a logo appears and after there has to be the word „REKLĀMA” or “РЕКЛАМА” which duration should not exceed 3 seconds. 

The total duration of an animation should not be more 10 seconds. 
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